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Check the included items
The following items are included. Please make sure that all items are present. If anything is missing, please contact your dealer.
S-0808 itself
fig.S0808-itself.eps\

Battery plate holder and fastening screws (eight)
fig.bat-plate-holder.eps\

*Compatible with the P-V2 (V-Plate) made by the IDX Corporation 

and with the QRC-GOLD made by Anton/Bauer, Inc.

*Four screws out of eight should be used to fasten the battery plate 

holder to S-0808’s side panel. Remaining four screws should be 

used to fasten battery plate (P-V2 or QRC-GOLD) to battery plate 

holder.

REAC connector cover
fig.connector-cover.eps\

Ferrite core (two)
fig.ferrite-core.eps\

Bottom panel fastening screws (four)
fig.four-screws.eps\

Owner’s manual (this document)
fig.owners-manual.eps\

What’s REAC?
REAC (Roland Ethernet Audio Communication) is a proprietary audio-signal transmission protocol from Roland that is based on 

Ethernet technology. It provides up to 40 channels of 24-bit, 96-kHz transmission of uncompressed audio signals. REAC devices are 

connected using Cat 5e (Enhanced Category 5) Ethernet cable. 

What’s REAC EMBEDDED POWER?
This is technology that supplies connected equipment with power while simultaneously transmitting REAC signals over the same 

cable. This means the equipment receiving power does not need to be connected to a power cable or a battery.

MMP (Moore Microprocessor Portfolio) refers to a patent portfolio concerned with microprocessor architecture that was developed 

by Technology Properties Limited (TPL). Roland has licensed this technology from the TPL Group.

* IDX and ENDURA are registered trademarks of IDX Company, Ltd.

* Anton Bauer is registered trademark of Anton/Bauser, Inc.

* Neutrik and EtherCon are registered trademarks of Neutrik , Inc.

* All product names mentioned in this document are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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USING THE UNIT SAFELY
Used for instructions intended to alert 
the user to the risk of injury or material 
damage should the unit be used 
improperly. 

* Material damage refers to damage or 
other adverse effects caused with 
respect to the home and all its 
furnishings, as well to domestic 
animals or pets. 

Used for instructions intended to alert 
the user to the risk of death or severe 
injury should the unit be used 
improperly. 

The ● symbol alerts the user to things that must be 
carried out. The specific thing that must be done is 
indicated by the design contained within the circle. In 
the case of the symbol at left, it means that the power-
cord plug must be unplugged from the outlet. 

The      symbol alerts the user to important instructions 
or warnings.The specific meaning of the symbol is 
determined by the design contained within the 
triangle. In the case of the symbol at left, it is used for 

The       symbol alerts the user to items that must never 
be carried out (are forbidden). The specific thing that 
must not be done is indicated by the design contained 
within the circle. In the case of the symbol at left, it 
means that the unit must never be disassembled. 
002a
• Do not open or perform any internal modifica-

tions on the unit.

..........................................................................................................
003
• Do not attempt to repair the unit, or replace parts 

within it (except when this manual provides 
specific instructions directing you to do so). Refer 
all servicing to your retailer, the nearest Roland 
Service Center, or an authorized Roland 
distributor, as listed on the “Information” page.

..........................................................................................................
004
• Never install the unit in any of the following 

locations.

• Subject to temperature extremes (e.g., direct 
sunlight in an enclosed vehicle, near a heating 
duct, on top of heat-generating equipment); or 
are

• Damp (e.g., baths, washrooms, on wet floors); 
or are

• Exposed to steam or smoke; or are

• Subject to salt exposure; or are

• Humid; or are

• Exposed to rain; or are

• Dusty or sandy; or are

• Subject to high levels of vibration and 
shakiness.

..........................................................................................................
007
• Make sure you always have the unit placed so it is 

level and sure to remain stable. Never place it on 
stands that could wobble, or on inclined surfaces.

..........................................................................................................

010
• When used in combination with headphones,  

amps or speakers, this device is capable of 
producing volume levels that could cause 
permanent hearing loss. Do not use this device at 
high volumes for a extended period of time. If you 
should experience any loss of hearing ringing in 
the ears, you should immediately stop using the 
unit, and consult a medical professional.

..........................................................................................................
011
• Do not allow any objects (e.g., flammable 

material, coins, pins); or liquids of any kind 
(water, soft drinks, etc.) to penetrate the unit.

..........................................................................................................
012d
• Immediately turn the power off, and request 

servicing by your retailer, the nearest Roland 
Service Center, or an authorized Roland 
distributor, as listed on the “Information” page 
when:

• If smoke or unusual odor occurs

• Objects have fallen into, or liquid has been 
spilled onto the unit; or

• The unit has been exposed to rain (or otherwise 
has become wet); or

• The unit does not appear to operate normally 
or exhibits a marked change in performance.

..........................................................................................................
013
• When using this device in an environment where 

children are present, an adult should provide 
supervision until the child is capable of following 
all the rules essential for the safe operation of the 
unit.

..........................................................................................................
014
• Protect the unit from strong impact.

(Do not drop it!)

..........................................................................................................
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104
• Try to prevent cords and cables from becoming 

entangled. Also, all cords and cables should be 
placed so they are out of the reach of children.

..........................................................................................................
106
• Never climb on top of, nor place heavy objects on 

the unit.

..........................................................................................................
108c
• Disconnect all cords coming from external devices 

before moving the unit.

..........................................................................................................
118c
• Keep small parts such as the following out of 

reach of children so that they cannot be acciden-
tally swallowed.
- Removed parts :
   Grounding terminal screw
- Included items :
   REAC connector covers, Ferrite core, Fastening
   screws for battery plate holder,
   Fastening screws for bottom panal. 

..........................................................................................................
120
• Always turn the phantom power off when 

connecting any device other than condenser 
microphones that require phantom power. You 
risk causing damage if you mistakenly supply 
phantom power to dynamic microphones, audio 
playback devices, or other devices that don’t 
require such power. Be sure to check the specifi-
cations of any microphone you intend to use by 
referring to the manual that came with it.

(This unit’s phantom power: +48 V DC, 
 14  mA Max)

..........................................................................................................
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IMPORTANT NOTES
Power Supply: Use of 
Batteries
307
• Before connecting this unit to other devices, turn off the 

power to all units. This will help prevent malfunctions 
and/or damage to speakers or other devices.

Placement
351
• Using the unit near power amplifiers (or other equipment 

containing large power transformers) may induce hum. 
To alleviate the problem, change the orientation of this 
unit; or move it farther away from the source of inter-
ference.

352a
• This device may interfere with radio and television 

reception. Do not use this device in the vicinity of such 
receivers.

352b
• Noise may be produced if wireless communications 

devices, such as cell phones, are operated in the vicinity of 
this unit. Such noise could occur when receiving or initi-
ating a call, or while conversing. Should you experience 
such problems, you should relocate such wireless devices 
so they are at a greater distance from this unit, or switch 
them off.

354a
• Do not expose the unit to direct sunlight, place it near 

devices that radiate heat, leave it inside an enclosed 
vehicle, or otherwise subject it to temperature extremes. 
Excessive heat can deform or discolor the unit.

355b
• When moved from one location to another where the 

temperature and/or humidity is very different, water 
droplets (condensation) may form inside the unit. Damage 
or malfunction may result if you attempt to use the unit in 
this condition. Therefore, before using the unit, you must 
allow it to stand for several hours, until the condensation 
has completely evaporated.

360
• Depending on the material and temperature of the surface 

on which you place the unit, its rubber feet may discolor 
or mar the surface. You can place a piece of felt or cloth 
under the rubber feet to prevent this from happening. If 
you do so, please make sure that the unit will not slip or 
move accidentally.

Maintenance
401a
• For everyday cleaning wipe the unit with a soft, dry cloth 

or one that has been slightly dampened with water. To 
remove stubborn dirt, use a cloth impregnated with a 
mild, non-abrasive detergent. Afterwards, be sure to wipe 
the unit thoroughly with a soft, dry cloth.

402
• Never use benzine, thinners, alcohol or solvents of any 

kind, to avoid the possibility of discoloration and/or 
deformation.

Repairs and Data
452
• Please be aware that all data contained in the unit’s 

memory may be lost when the unit is sent for repairs. 
Important data should always be written down on paper 
(when possible). During repairs, due care is taken to avoid 
the loss of data. However, in certain cases (such as when 
circuitry related to memory itself is out of order), we 
regret that it may not be possible to restore the data, and 
Roland assumes no liability concerning such loss of data.

Additional Precautions
551
• Please be aware that the contents of memory can be 

irretrievably lost as a result of a malfunction, or the 
improper operation of the unit. To protect yourself against 
the risk of loosing important data, we recommend that 
you periodically write down the important data you 
stored in the unit’s memory on paper..

552
• Unfortunately, it may be impossible to restore the 

contents of data that was stored in the unit’s memory once 
it has been lost. Roland Corporation assumes no liability 
concerning such loss of data.

553
• Use a reasonable amount of care when using the unit’s 

switch and when using its jacks and ports. Rough 
handling can lead to malfunctions.

556
• When connecting / disconnecting all cables, grasp the 

connector itself—never pull on the cable. This way you 
will avoid causing shorts, or damage to the cable’s 
internal elements.

558a
• To avoid disturbing your neighbors, try to keep the unit’s 

volume at reasonable levels. You may prefer to use 
headphones, so you do not need to be concerned about 
those around you (especially when it is late at night).

559a
• When you need to transport the unit, package it in the box 

(including padding) that it came in, if possible. Otherwise, 
you will need to use equivalent packaging materials.

562
• Some connection cables contain resistors. Do not use 

cables that incorporate resistors for connecting to this unit. 
The use of such cables can cause the sound level to be 
extremely low, or impossible to hear. For information on 
cable specifications, contact the manufacturer of the cable.
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Part Names and Functions
fig.front-panel.eps

1.  INPUT Connectors (p. 11)
Various input devices are connected to these. The inputs 
include a variable-gain preamp that can accept signals from -
65 through +10 dBu (nominal, maximum input: +28 dBu).

INPUT 1 - 4

These are balanced female XLR connectors.

INPUT 5/6

These are balanced female XLR connectors and standard TRS 
connectors. When input is made to both simultaneously, the 
TRS input takes priority.

INPUT 7/8

These are balanced female XLR connectors and standard TRS 
connectors. When input is made to both simultaneously, the 
TRS input takes priority.

The Hi-Z switch is set to ON when receiving input from an 
electric guitar or other instrument with high-impedance 
output.

You can adjust preamp gain and switch phantom power on 

and off by remote control from an S-4000R unit or a computer 

running the dedicated remote control software (S-4000 RCS).

Because setting the Hi-Z switch to ON makes the system more 

susceptible to noise, take action to counter this, such as 

keeping the connector cable short.

2.  REMOTE Connector (p. 22)
This is a female 9-pin D-sub connector. It is used to connect a 
dedicated remote controller for digital snake devices (the S-
4000R) or a computer installed with dedicated remote-
control software (S-4000 RCS).

3.  OUTPUT Connectors (p. 12)
These are balanced male XLR connectors. Amps and 
powered speakers are connected here. The signal level that 
is output is +4 dBu (nominal, maximum output: +22 dBu).

4.  REAC MODE Switch (p. 14, p. 15, p. 16, p. 17)
This sets the S-0808’s operation mode. For the correct 
operation of the system, the mode settings of REAC devices 
must be made correctly. Making the wrong settings may 
result in incorrect audio input and output.

• M The unit functions as a REAC master device.

• S The unit functions as a REAC slave device.

• SP The unit functions as a REAC split device.

5.  MUTE ALL OUTPUTS Button
This mutes (silences) the system’s global audio output. When 
the unit is muted, you can disconnect and connect input/
output or REAC cables without prooducing noise. When this 
is pressed, all output is muted within a second or two. 
Releasing the button cancels muting.

3 4 5

1 2

6

7

8
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6.  REAC Port/Indicator (p. 13)
Connect REAC device here. The indicator lights up when communication with the connected REAC device is established. It flashes 
during standby.

* The S-0808 can be powered via REAC EMBEDDED POWER. When an S-4000M, S-4000D, or other device that works as power source for REAC 

EMBEDDED POWER is connected, the power source device automatically detects the S-0808 and starts to supply power through the REAC 

cable. The S-0808 is designed to operate with this supplied power. An external battery is required when no power is received from a source 

device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER.

7.  DC IN Port(p. 20)
This is for connecting an external battery. The unit requires an external battery when no power is received from REAC EMBEDDED 
POWER or when an S-4000R, dedicated remote controller is connected. 

* The unit is compatible with batteries used for broadcast video cameras (IDX or Anton/Bauer).

* Batteries for broadcast video-cameras have a feature for displaying the remaining charge. Make sure to check the remaining charge before 

connecting.

8.  POWER Indicator
This indicator lights up when the unit is receiving power from an external battery or a source device providing REAC EMBEDDED 
POWER.

Holes for the Battery Plate Holder (p. 21)
These are used when attaching an external battery. Fasten the included battery plate holder to these holes using the four 
dedicated screws that are also included.

fig.screw-holes.eps

About the Bottom Panel Mounting Screws
These are used when fastening S-0808 to a holder or the like. Fasten with the four included bottom panel mounting screws at the 
screw holes shown below.

fig.bottom-screw-holes.eps

The screws for the battery plate holder and the screws for bottom panel fastening differ in diameter and length. Both types are dedicated screws. 

Take care to avoid mixing them up.

UNIT : mm
9
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About the Remote Controller
You can connect a dedicated remote controller for digital snake devices (the S-4000R) to the S-0808.

From the S-4000R, you can adjust preamp gain and switch phantom power on and off. The S-4000R supports control for up to 40 
channels, but on an S-0808 system, it uses channels 1 through 16. The channels correspond to the preamps shown below.

• Channels 1 through 8: INPUT 1 through 8 on the S-0808 set to “REAC master”

• Channels 9 through 16: INPUT 1 through 8 on the S-0808 set to “REAC slave”

The S-0808 may not boot up correctly if the power supply from a REAC EMBEDDED POWER device is stared while S-4000R is connected to 

S-0808’s REMOTE connector. Start your REAC EMBEDDED POWER device first to boot up the S-0808 and then connect an S-4000R,

or supply power from external battery.

When operating with REAC EMBEDDED POWER, the S-0808 power may turn off for a short moment if it supplies power to S-4000R and +48V 

phantom power devices simultaneously. However, this is not a malfunction. The power of S-0808 does not turn off if it receives power from 
fig.S4000R.eps

1.  Signal Status Indicators
These indicate the status of signals input to the digital snake 
devices.

CLIP Indicators 

These light up when the input signal reaches 0 dB. Pressing 
the [CLIP CLEAR/ENTER] button makes them go dark.

SIG Indicators 

These light up when the input signal level exceeds -40 dB.

2.  MEMORY Buttons
These are not used with connections to the S-0808.

3.  CHANNEL Knob and Numerical Display
This selects the channel or level whose settings you want to 
change or the channel you want to display. The numerical 
display indicates the number of the currently selected 
channel.

4.  LOCK Button
This locks operation from the S-4000R. It lights up when 
operation is locked. To unlock, hold down the button until its 
light goes dark.

5.  CLIP CLEAR / ENTER Button
This flashes when any of the CLIP indicators light up. Press 
this when you want to make the indicators go dark.

6.  PHANTOM +48V Button
This supplies +48 V phantom power to the device connected 
on the selected channel. It lights up when on and goes dark 
when off.

7.  PAD Button
This applies a -20 dB pad to the input level on the selected 
channel.

8.  GAIN Knob
This adjusts the input gain on the selected channel.

9.  Input Level Meter
This displays the input level on the selected channel.

10. POWER Indicator
This lights up when power is supplied to the S-4000R via an 
RS-232C cable.

11. REAC Indicator
This lights up when the connected S-0808 begins REAC 
communication.

12. CTRL Indicator
This lights up when communication is established between 
the S-4000R and the S-0808.

2

3

4 5 6 7 8 9

10

11
12

1

external battery.
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Connecting Input and Output Devices
Feedback can be produced depending on the location of microphones relative to speakers. This can be remedied by:

1. Changing the orientation of the microphone(s).

2. Relocating microphone(s) at a greater distance from speakers.

3. Lowering volume levels.

* To prevent malfunctions and/or damages to speakers or other devices, always turn down the volume, and turn off the power on all devices 

before making any connections.

* This unit is equipped with balanced (XLR/TRS) type jacks. Wiring diagrams for thse jacks are shown on “Connector Information“(p. 30). Make 

connection after first checking the wiring diagram of other equipment you intend to connect.

Connect input devices to INPUT 1 through 8. You can connect male XLR connectors to INPUT 1 through 8. Standard TRS 
connectors are connected to INPUT 5 through 8.

fig.source-connection.eps

* When XLR and TRS connections are both made simultaneously to one of the connectors at INPUT 5 through 8, the TRS input takes priority.

* When connection cables with resistor are used, the volume level of equipment  connected to the inputs (INPUT 1 through 8) may be low. If this 

happens, use connection cables that do not contain resistors.

Connect electric guitars or other instruments with high-impedance output to INPUT 7 or 8. At this time, set the Hi-Z switch next to the INPUT 

connector to ON. Setting the Hi-Z switch to ON makes INPUT 7/8 unbalanced.

You can supply +48 V phantom power from the XLR connectors at INPUT 1 through 8. When a condenser microphone or the like is connected 

and supplying phantom power is required, switch it on by remote control. Refer to “Setting the Input Channel” (p. 22).

Preamp gain and phantom power on/off settings made by remote control remain in memory after the power to the S-0808 is switched off. You 

can ensure that the settings are stored in memory by locking the remote control before switching off the power. If you’re using the S-4000R, press 

the [LOCK] button to make it light up, wait several seconds, then power off the S-0808.

Connecting Input Devices
11
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Connect amps and powered speakers to OUTPUT 1 through 8. OUTPUT 1 through 8 on the S-0808 are male connectors. Use 
female XLR connectors to make the connections.

fig.output-connection.eps

The signal level that is output is +4 dBu (nominal, maximum output: +22 dBu).

If the input to the connected amps or powered speakers is too high and the audio output is distorted, adjust the gain using the input attenuator 

for the amp. Adjusting by lowering the preamp gain on the S-0808 may result in a poor signal-to-noise ratio.

Connecting Amps and Speakers
12
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Connecting REAC Devices
Cables for REAC Connections
With Digital Snake and V-Mixing Systems, digital transmission of audio signals is performed by means of REAC (Roland Ethernet 
Audio Communication). Compared to analog transmission, this system is extremely resistant to external noise, but in very rare 
instances, noise can occur. Selection of the wrong cable and incorrect cable handling can cause noise. Observe the following 
points when using cables.

• Ensure that the cables used for connections conform to the Cat 5e (Enhanced Category 5) standard.

• No single cable should be longer than 100 meters.

• Do not use cables with cut or torn covering.

• Do not step on cables or subject them to undue stress.

• Do not wind cables too tightly or sharply bend them.

To maintain transmission quality, use of the following optional REAC cables is recommended.

• 100-meter cables: SC-W100S (cable only) or W100S-R (with reel)

• 20-meter cables: SC-W20F

REAC Connector Cover
When using an ordinary available Ethernet cable (as opposed to optional cables) to connect a REAC device, fit the included REAC 
connector covers onto the REAC ports. Electromagnetic noise may be a problem if these are left unattached.

fig.fit-connector-cover.eps

* Attaching a REAC connector cover is not necessary when you’re using an optional REAC cable (described above). When using an ordinary 

available Ethernet cable, be sure to use a cable that conforms to the Cat 5e (Enhanced Category 5) standard.

About Ferrite Cores
The S-0808 comes with two ferrite cores. Attach one ferrite core to the REAC cable connected to the S-0808. Clamp the ferrite core 
onto the cable at a location near the plug at the end of the cable, pressing down on the ferrite core until it clicks closed.

Attach another ferrite core to the power cable from the external battery.
fig.fit-ferrite-core.eps

* When attaching a ferrite core, be careful to avoid pinching your fingers.

* When connecting a REAC device, use a cable that has a ferrite core attached to it.

Before Making REAC Connections
13
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You can configure a simple digital snake system having 8-channel inputs and 8-channel outputs by installing one S-0808 at the 
stage and another one at the mixing desk (front of house [FOH]).

fig.0808-0808.eps

* Set the operation mode of the S-0808 at the stage to M (master) and the mode of the S-0808 at FOH to S (slave). The signals from INPUT 1 

through 8 on the master unit are output to OUTPUT 1 through 8 on the slave unit, and the signals from INPUT 1 through 8 on the slave unit are 

output to OUTPUT 1 through 8 on the master unit.

Make the settings for the REAC mode only when the S-0808 units are powered off.

When connecting two S-0808 units directly using a REAC cable, attach external batteries to both S-0808 units and power them via their DC IN 

ports. For more information about external batteries, refer to “Using an External Battery” (p. 20).

The output level of OUTPUT 1 through 8 on the S-0808 is fixed at +4 dBu (nominal, maximum: +22 dBu). When connecting the unit to a mixer at 

the FOH, make the connection to an input connector capable of a maximum +22 dBu signal.

Connecting S-0808 Units to One Another

STAGE

FOH

M (Master) S (Slave)
14
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Connecting an S-4000D or S-4000-SP or an ordinary available Ethernet switching hub lets you split the input signals of the REAC 
master device. When you want to output audio not to speakers but to recording or broadcast equipment, make the connections 
as shown below.

fig.via-S-4000D.eps

* Set the operation mode of the S-0808 unit at the recording equipment to SP (split). Set the unit at the stage to M (master) and the unit at FOH 

to S (slave), in the same way as when connecting two S-0808 units to one another.

Make the settings for the REAC mode only when the S-0808 units are powered off.

When power is provided by an S-4000M, S-4000D, or other source device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER, no external batteries are required. 

However, when you’re using an S-4000-SP, an ordinary available Ethernet switching hub, or other equipment that does not support REAC 

EMBEDDED POWER, external batteries must be installed on all the S-0808 units to power them via their DC IN ports. For more information about 

external batteries, refer to “Using an External Battery” (p. 20).

The REAC splitter set to the split mode operates only to receive signals from the REAC master device. Signals input to the REAC splitter cannot be 

sent to other REAC devices.

The signals output by the REAC splitter are the same as the signals output from the OUTPUT connectors of the REAC slave device. The connector 

numbers are also the same.

Connecting to a REAC Splitter (S-4000D/S-4000-SP)

STAGE

FOH

M (Master) S (Slave)

SP (Split)

S-4000D

Recording Room

Master Device Slave Device

Split DeviceSplit Device
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The S-4000M is a REAC merge unit that can collectively configure multiple REAC slave devices. You can configure a larger-scaled 
system by connecting multiple S-0808 units set to be REAC slave devices to a REAC master device via an S-4000M.

* When the connection is made via an S-4000M, the REAC master device (in the figure below, this is the S-4000H) sees the multiple S-0808 units 

as a single REAC slave device.
fig.0808-4000M.eps

* Set the operation mode of all S-0808 units connected to the S-4000M to S (slave).

Make the settings for the REAC mode only when the S-0808 units are powered off.

The S-0808 units are powered by the S-4000M. No external batteries are required when these connections are made. Connect S-4000R or 

computer with dedicated remote control software (S-4000 RCS) to the REMOTE connectors of S-4000M or S-4000H for remote control of input 

preamps on S-0808 units.

Connecting to a REAC Merge Unit (S-4000M)

STAGE

FOH

M (Master)

S-4000M S-4000H
16
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You can connect V-Mixer and use S-0808 as the stage unit in a V-Mixing System.

As with other digital snake devices, you can make a direct connection for use as V-Mixer’s stage unit. Make the connection to 
REAC port A or B on the V-Mixer.

fig.M380-0808.eps

* Set the operation mode of all S-0808 units connected to the V-Mixer to S (slave).

* Depending on the version of the V-Mixer, the S-0808 units might be recognized as S-4000S units (each configured with modules for 8 inputs + 

8 outputs).

Make the settings for the REAC mode only when the S-0808 units are powered off.

The V-Mixer does not supply REAC EMBEDDED POWER. When making these connections, attach external batteries to all S-0808 units and power 

them via their DC IN ports. For more information about external batteries, refer to “Using an External Battery” (p. 20). Note, however, that when 

the S-0808 units are connected to the V-Mixer via an S-4000M, the S-0808 units are powered by the S-4000M and no external batteries are 

required. For information about how to make the connection to the V-Mixer via an S-4000M, refer to the owner’s manual of the S-4000M.

Connecting to an V-Mixer

Direct Connection to an V-Mixer

STAGE

FOH

M-380
17
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When setting up a system that includes the M-48 live personal mixer, you connect the V-Mixer via an S-4000M and an S-4000D. 
Connect the S-0808 units to the S-4000M and the M-48 units to the S-4000D.

* For information about the modes and other settings of the S-4000D and the S-4000M, refer to the owner’s manuals of these devices.
fig.M48-system.eps

* Set the operation mode of all S-0808 units connected to the S-4000M to S (slave).

Make the settings for the REAC mode only when the S-0808 units are powered off.

The S-0808 units are powered by the S-4000M. No external batteries are required when these connections are made. 

Connecting Via an S-4000D (Configuring an M-48 System)
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Turning the Power On and Off
The S-0808 is compatible with the following two types of power sources.

• REAC EMBEDDED POWER    When the unit is connected to an S-4000M, S-4000D, or other source device of REAC EMBEDDED POWER, 

it operates with power supplied via the REAC cable.

• External battery When the unit is not connected to a source device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER, the unit must be 

powered by an external battery. 

Use a battery for broadcast video cameras as the external battery.

* Once the connections have been completed , turn on power to your various devices in the order specified. By turning on devices in the wrong 

order, you risk causing malfunction and/or damage to speakers and other devices.

* Always make sure to have the volume level turned down before switching on power. Even with the volume all the way down, you may still 

hear some sound when the power is switched on, but this is normal, and does not indicate a malfunction.

Connecting device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER like the S-4000M or S-4000D enables power to be supplied via the REAC 
cable.

* Power is supplied from certain REAC ports of device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER. Before making the connections, check which ports 

can supply power. For information on which ports can supply power, refer to the owner’s manuals for the respective devices.
fig.power-from-S4000M.eps

Turning the Power On

1. Using a REAC cable, make the connection with the power source.

Using a REAC cable, connect the device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER like the S-4000M or S-4000D.

* Before making the connections, switch off the power on all the devices.

2. Switch on the power on the source device.

Switch on the of source device. The POWER indicator on the S-0808 lights up, and then the REAC indicator flashes.

If any amps or speakers are connected to the REAC devices, then to prevent malfunction or damage to the speakers or other devices, always turn 

down the volume, and turn off the power on all devices before making any connections.

The S-0808 may not boot up correctly if the power supply from REAC EMBEDDED POWER source device is stared while S-4000R is connected to 

S-0808’s REMOTE connector. Start power from your REAC EMBEDDED POWER source device first to boot up S-0808 and then connect S-4000R,

or supply power from external battery.

Turning the Power Off
Switch off the power on the REAC EMBEDDED POWER source device. After powering down all devices, detach the REAC cable.

Using REAC EMBEDDED POWER

Audio Signal

Power

Power Source
19
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To supply power from an external battery, first install the holder included with the S-0808 on the battery plate. Connecting the 
power cable from the external battery to the DC IN port on the S-0808 starts the supply of power.

* The included holder is compatible with the P-V2 (V-Plate) from IDX Company, Ltd. and the QRC Gold from Anton/Bauer, Inc.

* Batteries for broadcast video-cameras have a feature to display the remaining charge. Check the remaining charge before connecting.

The external battery, battery plate, and power cable are not included. Purchase these separately. 

Attach the included ferrite core to the power cable from the external battery.

To prevent depletion of the battery, disconnect the power cable from the DC IN port when the S-0808 is not in use.

No external battery is necessary when the S-0808 is receiving power from a source device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER. However, when an 

S-4000R is connected to the S-0808 and +48 V phantom power is being supplied to input devices, power supply from an external battery 

connected to its DC IN port is needed.
fig.S0808-and-IDX.eps

Turning the Power On

1. Install the battery plate on the included holder.

Using four of the included fastening screws for the battery plate holder, attach the P-V2 (V-Plate) or QRC Gold plate to the 
included holder.

fig.fit-V-Plate.eps

Eight fastening screws for the battery plate holder are included. They differ in diameter and length from the four included fastening screws for 

the bottom panel. Both types are dedicated screws. Take care to avoid mixing them up.

Using an External Battery
20
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2. Fasten the holder and battery plate assembled in step 1.

Using four included screws, fasten the battery plate and holder assembly to the side panel of the S-0808.

* Be careful not to overtighten, because doing so may damage the S-0808.
fig.fit-to-S0808.eps

3. Install the external battery.

Install a compatible external battery on the battery plate.
fig.fit-IDX.eps

4. Start supplying power from the external battery.

Connect the power cable to the DC IN port on the S-0808. The supply of power starts and the S-0808 is powered up. The POWER 
indicator lights up when the power comes on.

fig.plug-ext-bat.eps

Turning the Power Off
Disconnecting the power cable from the S-0808’s DC IN port cuts off the power to the S-0808.

External batteries providing an output voltage between 12 V and 18 V DC are supported. Use a product within this range.

The operating time when using a fully charged ENDURA-10 (E-10) from IDX Company, Ltd. is approximately 4.5 hours.

* This is the operating time when +48 V phantom power is supplied to all INPUT channels.

* Operating times may vary depending on ambient temperature, the current consumption of the device receiving +48 V phantom power, and 

other usage conditions.

* Batteries for broadcast video-cameras have a feature to display the remaining charge. Check the remaining charge before 
connecting. It is possible to check the remaining charge while supplying power to S-0808. It is recommended to check 
remaining charge periodically.

About External Batteries
21
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Setting the Input Channels
You can connect an S-4000R or a computer to the REMOTE connector on the S-0808 and make various settings for the input 
channels. When a REAC connection to an V-Mixer has been made, you can make settings in the same way from the V-Mixer’s 
panel as well.

The S-0808 may not boot up correctly if the power supply from a REAC EMBEDDED POWER device is stared while S-4000R is connected to 

S-0808’s REMOTE connector. Start your REAC EMBEDDED POWER device first to boot up the S-0808 and then connect an S-4000R,

or supply power from external battery.

When operating with REAC EMBEDDED POWER, the S-0808 power may turn off for a short moment if it supplies power to S-4000R and +48V 

phantom power devices simultaneously. To avoid this problem, use an external battery as the power supply. 

The memory feature of the S-4000R does not function when the S-4000R is connected to the S-0808.

The S-4000R is a dedicated remote controller for digital snake devices. For information on the names and functions of S-4000R 
features, refer to “About the Remote Controller” (p. 10).

You connect the S-4000R to the REMOTE connector on the S-0808 using the RS-232C cable.
fig.connect-S4000R.eps

Unlocking
To change various settings on the digital snake device, unlock the S-4000R. When the [LOCK] button is illuminated, operation is 
locked and no setting operations can be carried out. Hold down the [LOCK] button for few seconds, and make sure its light goes 
dark.

fig.unclock-S4000R.eps

To keep settings from being changed by inadvertent operation, it’s a good idea to engage the lock when you have finished making the input-

channel settings. Press the [LOCK] button to engage the lock and make the button light up.

Making Settings Using an S-4000R
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With digital snake devices, you can adjust the preamp gain in the stage unit.

1. Select the channel.

Turn the [CHANNEL] knob to select the number of the channel whose settings you want to change.
fig.channel-dial.eps

2. Input the audio.

From the source devices, input the audio on the selected channel.

3. Adjust to a suitable level.

Turn the [GAIN] knob to adjust to a suitable level. The indicators around the knob indicate the gain level. The input level on the 
select channel is displayed by the input level meter.

fig.turn-gain-dial.eps

4. Select another channel.

Turn the [CHANNEL] knob to select another channel, then repeat steps 2 and 3.

If the input level reaches 0 dB, the [CLIP] area of the input level meter and the [CLIP] area of the signal status indicator light up. If this happens, the 

audio may be distorted. To transmit high-quality audio, adjust the preamp gain so that the peak level on the input level meter fluctuates between 

-18 and -3 dB.

To make the illuminated [CLIP] indicators go dark, press the [CLIP CLEAR/ENTER] button.
fig.press-clip-clear.eps

Adjusting the Preamp Gain
23
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You can switch the pad on and off to change the variable range of the preamp gain for individual channels. When the pad is on, a 
pad of 20 dB is applied to the input level on the channel. If CLIP lights up even when the [GAIN] knob has been turned all the way 
counterclockwise to minimize the preamp gain, engage the pad on the channel.

1. Select the channel.

Turn the [CHANNEL] knob to select the number of the channel whose settings you want to change.

2. Engage the pad.

Press the [PAD] button. The button lights up and the input level on the channel is lowered.
fig.PAD-ON.eps

If you want to engage pads on other channels as well, repeat the steps just described.

* To suppress noise when the pad is switched on or off, the audio on the selected channel is momentarily muted.

You can supply phantom power from the S-0808 when a condenser microphone or other device requiring +48 V of power is 
connected.

Be sure to switch off phantom power when no device requiring +48 V phantom power is connected. Inadvertently supplying phantom power to 

a dynamic microphone, audio playback device, or other equipment may cause malfunction. Carefully check the documentation included with the 

microphone or other equipment you’re using to determine its specifications.

(Phantom power supplied by the S-0808: +48 V DC at 14 mA maximum on each channel)

1. Select the channel.

Turn the [CHANNEL] knob to select the number of the channel on which you want supply phantom power.

2. Supply phantom power.

Press the [PHANTOM/+48V] button. The button lights up and +48 V phantom power is supplied on the selected channel.
fig.phantom-on.eps

If you want to supply phantom power on other channels as well, repeat the steps just described.

* To suppress noise when phantom power is switched on of off, the audio on the selected channel is temporarily muted.

Switching the Gain Range (Pad)

Supplying Phantom Power
24
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Using the Stereo Link feature lets you simultaneously manipulate two adjacent channels, one odd-numbered and one even (1 
and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, or 7 and 8). You use this when you’re inputting a stereo sound source to the S-0808. When Stereo Link is 
on, the gain, pad, and other settings made on the odd-numbered channel are automatically copied to the even-numbered 
channel.

Switching On Stereo Link

1. Select the channel.

Turn the [CHANNEL] knob to select one of the channels you want to link. If you want to link channels 3 and 4, choose [03] or [04].

2. Link the odd-numbered and even-numbered channels.

Hold down the [CLIP CLEAR/ENTER] button and turn the [CHANNEL] knob clockwise. This switches on Stereo Link.
fig.link-on.eps

3. Make sure the link is in effect.

When you release the [CLIP CLEAR/ENTER] button, two periods (“.”) appear in the channel number shown on the numerical 
display.

fig.stereo-link-LED.eps

Switching Off Stereo Link

1. Select the channel.

Turn the [CHANNEL] knob to select one of the channels you want to unlink.

2. End the link.

Hold down the [CLIP CLEAR/ENTER] button and turn the [CHANNEL] knob counterclockwise. This switches off Stereo Link.

3. Make sure that the link has ended.

When you release the [CLIP CLEAR/ENTER] button, the two periods that are displayed disappear from the numerical display.

Even when Stereo Link is on, you can still switch +48 V phantom power on and off independently for individual channels.

Switching off Stereo Link does not make the values for gain, pad, and other settings go back to what they were before Stereo Link was switched 

on. The values made while linked remain in effect.

Manipulating Two Channels As a Pair (Stereo Link)

When ch 7 and 8
are linked
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You can also make settings on the input channels using dedicated remote control software for digital snake devices (S-4000 RCS).
fig.connect-PC.eps

Download S-4000 RCS software and the user guide from the following Roland website.

http://www.rolandsystemsgroup.net/

* Refer to the User Guide of S-4000 RCS for details of operations and system requirements.

Making settings using S-4000 RCS offers the following advantages.

• You can view a list of the input levels on all channels.

• You can set and view a list of parameters (phantom power, pad, etc.) on all channels.

• You can save and recall up to 100 settings.

• If your computer has multiple RS-232C ports, you can control more than one system (up to four).

You can also make the settings for input channels at the panel on the V-Mixer. Connect the V-Mixer to the S-0808, then make 
various settings at the CHANNEL DISPLAY screen.

* Depending on the version of the V-Mixer, the S-0808 units might be recognized as S-4000S units (each made up of 8 input and 8 output 

modules).
fig.Mixer-screen.eps

Making Settings Using S-4000 RCS

Making Settings Using the V-Mixer
26
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Appendices
Power Supply

No power is supplied by REAC EMBEDDED POWER.

Does the connected device supply REAC EMBEDDED POWER? Is the REAC connection cable free of broken wires or other 
problems?

To receive REAC EMBEDDED POWER, an S-4000M, S-4000D, or other source device of REAC EMBEDDED POWER must be 
connected. For information on cables for REAC connections, refer to “Before Making REAC Connections” (p. 13).

The S-0808 may not boot up correctly if the power supply from your REAC EMBEDDED POWER device is stared while S-4000R is 
connected to S-0808’s REMOTE connector. Disconnect the S-4000R and start power from your REAC EMBEDDED POWER device 
first. Check that S-0808 is booted correctly and then connect the S-4000R.

No power is supplied by the external battery.

Is the battery compatible with the rated voltage of the S-0808?

When receiving power from an external battery, the voltage must be between 12 V and 18 V. Check the output voltage of the 
battery. Also, batteries for broadcast video-cameras have a feature to display the remaining charge. Check the remaining charge 
before connecting.

Input and Output

No input or output is possible.

Is the operation mode set correctly?

REAC has the following three operation modes, and the mode setting for each connected REAC device must be made correctly. 
Making the wrong settings may result in incorrect audio input and output.

• M The unit functions as a REAC master device.

• S The unit functions as a REAC slave device.

• SP The unit functions as a REAC split device.

For information about the various connection methods and their corresponding operation-mode settings, refer to “Connecting 
REAC Devices”(p. 13).

The volume of the instrument connected to INPUT 1 - 8 is too low.

Could you be using a connection cable that contains a resistor ? Use a connection cable that does not contain any resistor.

The output level is too high.

Does the nominal input level of the output-destination device (amp, speaker, deck, or the like) match the output level of the 
S-0808?

The output level of the S-0808 is +4 dBu (nominal, maximum: +22 dBu). If the output level is too high even when the input gain 
has been turned down on the output-destination device, interpose an attenuator between the output-destination device and the 
S-0808. Adjustment can also be made by lowering the preamp gain on the S-0808, but this may result in a poor signal-to-noise 
ratio.

Troubleshooting
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Channel Settings

The input channel cannot be set using the S-4000R.

Is an external battery connected to the S-0808? Also, does the connected external battery have enough charge remaining?

Even when power is received from a device providing REAC EMBEDDED POWER, if S-0808 is supplying +48 V phantom power to 
input devices, an external battery is necessary for the S-0808 to supply power to the S-4000R.

Noise occurs when the preamp gain is adjusted.

When you set the preamp gain using the S-4000R or S-4000 RCS, a slight amount of noise may occur when switching between the 
values shown below, but this is not a malfunction.

• PAD on: At three locations: +3 and +2, -13 and -14, or -29 and -30 (dBu)

• PAD off: At three locations: +17 and -18, -33 and -34, or -49 and -50 (dBu)

Also, changes in preamp gain may sometimes not feel smooth, but this also is not a malfunction.

The channel setting cannot be saved on the S-4000R.

When the S-0808 is connected, the S-4000R’s MEMORY buttons (STORE/RECALL) do not function. If you want to save multiple 
settings, download and use S-4000 RCS dedicated remote control software, which is available at the following Roland website.
http://www.rolandsystemsgroup.net/

Other Matters

An M-48 connected via an S-4000D cannot be controlled.

You can connect an M-48 live personal mixer to the S-0808 via an S-4000D, but remote control of the M-48 using dedicated 
software on a computer connected to the REMOTE connector on the S-0808 is not possible. For more information about 
configuring a system that includes the M-48, refer to “Connecting Via an S-4000D (Configuring an M-48 System)” (p. 18).
28
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fig.spec-sheet.eps

* 0dBu = 0.775Vms

* In the interest of product improvement, the specifications and/or appearance of this unit are subject to change without prior notice.

* When a REAC Splitter or a switching hub is used in-line with REAC cables, the network latency will increase the amount of processing delay 

introduced by the splitting device itself. The actual delay is dependant upon the specifications of the splitting device, though the maximum 

delay amount for a single splitting device should be around 200 microseconds.

* This is the operating time when +48 V phantom power is supplied from all INPUT channels.

* Operating times may vary depending on ambient temperature, the current consumption of the device receiving +48 V phantom power, and 

other usage conditions.

* If the battery charge runs out and S-0808’s power source is switched to REAC EMBEDDED POWER, output audio might be muted for few 

seconds.

Main Specifications

Operating Time with Battery

PROCESSING

AD/DA Conversion Sampling Frequency : 96kHz, 48kHz, 44.1kHz
Signal Processing  : 24 bit

Number of Channels 8 in / 8 out

CONNECTORS

DC IN XLR 4 pin type x 1 (DC 12V - 18V)

REAC RJ-45, Ethercon type x 1

Analog Output XLR 3 pin type x 8 (Balanced)

Analog Input
(Balanced,
 Phantom Power)

INPUT 1 - 8 : XLR 3 pin type  x 8
INPUT 5 - 8 : TRS standard type x 4

* TRS takes priority if XLR and TRS are simultaneously input to 5-8.
* INPUT 7/8 with Hi-Z switch (unbalanced when Hi-Z is turned on)

REMOTE RS-232C (D-Sub 9 pin type) x 1
INPUT / OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Total Harmonic Distortion + Noise 0.04% or less (PAD:On, Input Gain:+4dBu, typ.)

Frequency Response -2dB / +0dB (@+4dBu, 20Hz - 20kHz)

Dynamic Range 110dB

Cross Talk -80dB or less (Input Gain:+4dBu, typ.)

Nominal Input Level -65 to -10dBu (PAD : Off )
-45 to +10dBu (PAD : On)
(1dB step, Max +28dBu)

PAD 20dB On/Off

Nominal Output Level +4dBu (Max +22dBu)

Input Impedance 7k ohms

Recommended Load Impedance 10k ohms or greater

Residual Noise Level
(IHF-A, typ.)

-80dBu or less

Equivalent Input Noise Level
(E.I.N.)

-128dB

OTHERS
Network Latency 375 microseconds (AD - REAC - DA latency : about 1.2ms)

REAC EMBEDDED POWER or 
External Battery (DC 12V - 18V) 

Power Consumption 26W (at DC 12V)

Phantom Power +48V / Max14mA (INPUT 1 - 8)

Dimensions/Weight 220(W) x 176(D) x 156.6(H) mm, 2.9 kg
8-11/16(W) x 6-15/16(D) x 6-3/16(H) inches, 6 lbs 7oz

Accessories Battery Plate Holder and Fastening Screws (8 pcs), 
REAC Connector Cover, Ferrite Core (2 pcs), 
Bottom Panel Fastening Screws (4 pcs), Owner's Manual

Power Supply

Operation Temperature 0 to +40 degrees Celsius, +32 to +104 degrees Fahrenheit

IDX ENDURA-7 IDX ENDURA-10

Approx 3.5 hours Approx 4.5 hours
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REAC Connector
fig.reac-connector.eps

REMOTE Connector

* Cable length should be 15 meters or shorter.
fig.remote-connector

INPUT/OUTPUT Connector

* Connect COLD and GND when connecting XLR unbalanced.
fig.input-connector.eps

DC IN connector
fig.DC-IN-connector.eps

Connector Information

Cat5e Crossover Wiring Cat5e Straight Wiring

Included RS-232C cable

Pin No. Signal

Pins1 NC

2 TxD(Data Out)

3 RxD(Data In)

4 NC

5 GND

6 +5V

7 Short to Pin 8

8

9 NC

Short to Pin 7
30
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fig.dimensions.eps

* If you find loose fasteners on the carrying handles, immediately stop usage of the unit and contact the nearest Roland Service Center, or 

authorized Roland distributor, as listed on the “Information“ page.

Dimensions

UNIT : mm
31
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